
Top End® Crossfire™ T6A Active Performance Wheelchair



Life’s obstacles surround us each and every day and we
have the choice to neglect them or accept them as

opportunities. The Crossfire™ T6A State-of-the-Art frame technology and
unsurpassed fabrication make all obstacles an opportunity!

The Crossfire T6A features an adjustable, open-frame
design unlike any other performance rigid chair
available today. Where most adjustable rigid chairs
sacrifice performance by changing the geometry of the
frame relative to the ground, Top End’s dual-rigid frame
is designed for performance on our lower frame and
positioning and comfort on the upper seat frame.

Together these two frames deliver peak performance in push
efficiency and the ability to make necessary seating adjustments without

sacrificing performance over time.

The months spent engineering this design resulted in a super lightweight chair that can be adjusted in
minutes precisely fit for life’s opportunities.
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Michael, a C6/C7, is actively
pursuing his bachelors degree
in accounting and enjoys hanging
out with his friends.
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The seat frame allows for ample rear seat-to-floor
adjustment with a durable and eye-catching
aluminum crescent link. The side frame offers 3.25"
of rear wheel center-of-gravity adjustment.

Each custom frame is built to accommodate a
short front fork to reduce overall caster trail
and keep the user’s center-of-gravity low to
the ground for improved balance.

The back angle is adjusted simply by
loosening a button-head screw and rotating
an adjustment square located on the inside
of this back bracket.

Two pressed bearings located in the
fork allow for a more controlled
rotation and help to eliminate flutter.
The T6A also eliminates problematic
caster angle adjustment with our seat
frame above the side frame design.
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Folding side guards, available in
aluminum or carbon fiber, work in
harmony with the folding back by
folding in, down, or up into a compact,
no-hassle package.

The new, no-charge mesh back
upholstery offers more comfort in
various climates, with soft, breathable
material and cushioned inserts around
the spine.

Full tire offering (left to right)
• Pneumatic flat-free
• Treaded pneumatic
• Primo
• Schwalbe®

• Knobby tire
• Flat-free insert

™

The durable folding back locks into
place creating a compact package ideal
for transfers and hasty airline cargo
handlers!
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Specifications

Frame Colors

Frame

Width 6.75" plus seat width w/0˚ camber

Seat widths 12" - 20"

Seat depths 14" - 20"

Front seat-to-floor* 16" - 21" (1/2" increments)

Rear seat-to-floor 14" - 20"

Axle positions Active, Extended

Center-of-gravity range 3.25"

Front frame modifications Tapered, V-front

Front frame angles 70˚, 75˚, 80˚, 85˚

Side & seat frame color choices 16 colors

Anodizing color options Victory Red, Shadow Blue, Bold
Black, Classic Silver

*Measurement taken from front top of seat rail to bottom of footrest

Wheels

Wheel options 22", 24", 25", 26"

Tire options Schwalbe®, Primo, Knobby, Kenda,
Treaded pneumatic, Pneumatic flat
free

Camber choices 0˚, 3˚, 6˚, 9˚

Spinergy wheel spoke color choices Red, Blue, White, Yellow, Black

Caster options 3", 4", 5"

Handrim options Black or Silver Anodized, Natural Fit,
Titanium, Nylon Coated

Knee-to-heel* (range adjusts in 1" increments)

16" 11.25" - 15.25"

17" 12.25" - 16.25"

18" 13.25" - 17.25"

19" 14.25" - 18.25"

20" 15.25" - 19.25"

21" 16.25" - 20.25"

Positioning

Arm type T-Arm, Swingaway

Back type Folding, lock-down, angle-adj. back

Back height 8"-11", 10"-14", 12"-16", 14"-18", 16"-20"

Adjustable tension back
upholstery options Breathable mesh, Ballistic nylon

Side guards Fold-in, Folding, Removable

Weight capacity 250 lb.

Chair weight* 15.6 lb.

*16" x 16" with no rear wheels and standard options

125P Emerald Green 121P Lolly Pop Blue62P Electric Blue104P ElectricTeal

30P SunnyYellow 61P Electric Red122P Cosmic Blue127P Grasshopper Green

115P Black Prism 24P Wet Black120P Grape Madness119P Bubblegum Pink

71P Silver Vein 29P White Snow60P Silver Metallic105P Midnight Blue

Anodizing Colors

Victory
Red

Shadow
Blue

Classic
Silver

Bold Black


